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INTRODUCTORY UNIT (Revision of some of the most important structures studied in the 1st year
of course) .
Unit 4, 1st volume: We’ re enjoying the show.
Functions.
Talking about actions in progress.
Expressing actions in progress.
Grammar.
Present Continuous.
Ortographic rules about the -ing form.
Non-continuous verbs.
Simple present vs Present Continuous.
Functions.
Describing people.
Describing people’s garments.
Describing people’ s pictures or photos.
Grammar.
Adjectives of Appearance.
Order of adjectives in a phrase.
Clothes.
Adjectives referring to Colours, Materials and Patterns.
Unit 6, 1st volume: The house was very different. (Reading comprehension).
English Ghost Stories: The Legends about Anne Boleyn and Catherine Howard. (Text on line).
Henry VIII’ s Six Wives.
A Ghost Story. (Reading comprehension) (Text on line).
Functions.
Ask general knowledge questions.
Talking about past events.
Giving accounts of past episodes, incidents and personal experience.
Narrating events in sequence.
Recollections from past experiences. Telling a story. Telling a story in the past.
A ghost story. How to say or write a summary of a tale or of a story.
Grammar.
Simple Past of To Be. Simple Past of regular and irregular verbs. The interrogative form. The
negative form. Negative interrogative form (full and contracted). The interrogative pronouns
who, what as subjects of the questions. Time expressions with the Simple Past. Different
pronunciations of regular Past Tense. Orthographic rules of the regular past tenses. Past time
expressions. Paradigms of all Irregular Verbs.
Celebration of Saint Patrick’s Day. (Reading comprehension) (Photocopied material or text on
line).
Functions.
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Talking about events in the past.
Spooky Story. (Reading comprehension) (Text on line).
The Leg of Lamb. (Reading comprehension) (Text on line).
Functions.
Reading and writing the date.
Grammar.
Prepositions of time: at, on, in.
The months of the year. The days of the week.
Ordinal numbers. The British and the American Date.
Functions.
Describe past actions. Talking about what was happening. Background actions. Contemporary
past actions. Descriptions and narrations.
Grammar.
The Past Continuous: temporal sentences referring to the past. Diagrams.
Uses of tenses in descriptions and narrations.
The Past Continuous used in contemporary actions and in successive events.
Temporal sentences referring to the past with when and while.
Different structure of the sentence with Simple Past and Past Continuous.
Functions.
Talking about experiences.
Talking about recent events.
Grammar.
The Present Perfect.
Duration form.
Ever an never, been and gone, recently, lately, just, already, yet.
Present perfect vs Past Simple.

Libro di testo: S. KNIPE, D. RUSSELL, NEW MY ENGLISH 1 and 2, MONDADORI for English.
Materiale autentico fotocopiato. Materiale on line tratto da siti didattici.
L’ insegnante
Prof.ssa Silvia Sisto
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